In this study, we propose multi-stage and hybrid real-coded genetic algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, there are two stages. In the first stage, Real-coded Genetic Algorithm with Active Constraints (RGAAC) is applied to find a solution that is close to the global optimum. In RGAAC, individuals who are out of the feasible region are pulled back into feasible region. Therefore, the effective search can be carried out even in the constraints problems. In the second stage, Feasible Region Limiting Method (FRLM) is applied to obtain an optimum solution. FRLM uses the solution that is derived in the first stage as an initial point.
INTRODUCTION
To find design variables that minimize or maximize the value of objective function within the constraints is called an optimization problem. Especially, a problem to design structures is called a structural optimization problem. Usually, optimum structural problems are non-linear and constrained problems. To solve optimum structural problems, a gradient method such as Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) is often used. However, when problems are highly non-linear, it is difficult to find a global optimum solution by conventional gradient methods. In these problems, conventional gradient methods can find a local optimum solution but cannot find a global optimum solution. In such cases, probabilistic methods may be superior to gradient methods. Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Holland, 1975 ) that simulates species' evolution and heredity is one of probabilistic methods. Since GA can apply to several types of problems easily, it is a very powerful optimization tool. Recently, real-coded GAs have been studied widely for continuous problems. Usually in GAs, design variables are coded into binary strings. On the other hand, in real-coded GAs, real numbers are treated in each design variables. Therefore, real-coded GAs are suitable to find a solution in continuous problems such as structural optimization problems. UNDX (Ono, 1997) and BLX-a (Eshleman, 1993) are representative methods of them. Authors also have developed a real-coded GA that is called "Center Neighborhood Crossover (CNX)" (Mimura, 2001) . CNX has applied to truss structure design problems and found that CNX is an effective method.
However, it is very difficult to find an optimal solution in the problems with a lot of constraints by GAs, since GA cannot treat constraints explicitly. Generally, fitness function is consisted of objective function and penalty function of the violated constraints for the constraint problems. Though, it is very difficult to decide the penalty parameters clearly. Moreover, in structural optimization problems, the feasible domain is very narrow compared to the design field. Therefore, the most of the searching points will violate the constraints and GA cannot search correctly.
In order to settle above problem, we propose Multi-Stage and Hybrid Real-Coded Genetic Algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, there are two stages. In the first stage, a temporary optimum solution is derived by "Real-coded Genetic Algorithms with Active Constraints (RGAAC)". Using temporary solution, the second stage begins. In the second stage, "Feasible Region Limiting Method (FRLM)" is performed.
The proposed method is applied to some structural optimization problems. Through the design problems, the effectiveness of the proposed method is discussed and illustrated.
REAL-CODED GENETIC ALGORITHM AND PULLING BACK METHOD ON ACTIVE CONSTRINTS
In the proposed algorithm, the following two techniques are mainly used; those are real-coded genetic algorithm and pulling back method on active constraints. In this section, these two techniques are explained briefly.
Real-Coded Genetic Algorithms
GA is a very useful optimization method that simulates the processes of evolution of species. GA is a multi-point search method. There are several genetic operations in GA. Those are crossover, mutation, selection and evaluation. To find a good solution with a small calculation cost by GA, crossover operation is very important. In the operation of crossover, the present search points (those are called parents) generate new search points (those are called children). The children should be close to the parents to find a good solution with a small cost. In the past studies, many researchers have studied the crossover and developed some methods. The following algorithms are the typical methods;
1. UNDX (Ono, 1997) 2. BLX (Eshleman, 1993) 3. CMX (Tsutsui, 1998) 4. ARRange (Arakawa, 1997) 5. GAs using Bayesian Networks (Pelikan, 1998) Usually values of design variables are coded into binary strings in GAs. However, real numbers are treated in the design variables in these algorithms. The characters which should be inherited exists in real number vector space. Therefore, these algorithms are called real-coded GA. Authors have also developed a crossover that is called "Center Neighborhood Crossover (CNX)" and found that CNX is a very suitable tool for the engineering design problem (Mimura, 2001) . CNX is also one of real-coded GAs. By using Gaussian random number generator, children are generated near the center of the polygon that is constituted by the parents.. When there are n design variables, n children are generated from (n + 1) parents which are chosen random from the population. In the following simulations, CNX is performed as a real-coded GA. The overview of CNX is shown in Figure 1 . 
Pulling Back Onto Active Constraints
In constraint optimization problems, it often happens that the searching point is out of the feasible region. Especially in the structural optimization problems with a lot of design variables and constraints, the feasible region is extremely narrow compared to the design field. In this case, the situation is very unfavorable for GA since most of the searching points are out of the feasible region. Therefore, the operation of pulling back to the point on active constraints is very effective to search a solution.
In the present study, above-mentioned operation is realized and the following items are the procedures. 3. The constraint functions can be defined as primary approximation formulas using Taylor polynomials. Therefore, the folmulation of the pulling back operation can be illustrated as follows.
4. By repeating the procedure of 1 to 3, it succeeds in pulling back onto active constraints.
gl(x) ..... ..,.
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MULTI-STAGE AND HYBRID REAL-CODED GENETIC ALGORITHM Overview
In this section, the proposed algorithm is explained. The proposed system has two stages.
First Stage:
In this stage, the temporary optimum solution that is close to the optimum solution is derived. This temporary solution will be used the second stage. In this stage, real-coded genetic algorithm with active constraints (RGAAC) is performed. RGAAC is one of hybrid algorithms of gradient method and GA. RGAAC is explained in the following subsection precisely.
Second Stage: In this stage, Feasible Region Limiting
Method (FRLM) that is explained the following subsection precisely is applied. In this stage, the search starts from the temporary optimum solution that is derived in the first stage. Finally the optimum solution is derived.
Real-Coded Genetic Algorithms with Active Constraints
Traditionally, the constraint functions are utilized as penalty functions in GA. In the present study, we propose a hybrid method which combined pulling back operation and real-coded GAs. The proposed algorithm is called "Real-coded Genetic Algorithms with Active Constraints (RGAAC)". RGAAC is applied to find a temporary optimum solution in the first stage.
The calculation procedure is shown in Figure3. [ In RGAAC, real-coded GAs are operated. In Figure3, CNX is used as a real-coded GA. Other real coded GAs can be performed instead of CNX in RGAAC.
In RGAAC, when the searching point that violates the constraints is generated, this point is pulled back into the feasible region by the pulling back operation. Since all of the individuals are in the feasible region, real-coded GA can search effectively.
Feasible Region Limiting Method
In the second stage of the proposed system, Feasible Region Limiting Method (FRLM) is used to find an optimum solution. In the first stage, the temporary optimum solution is derived. This solution might be close to the global optimum solution. FRLM is a local searching method and the search starts from the temporary optimum solution.
In FRLM, the optimization problem is formulated as the problem that has only constraints. Therefore, the operation of pulling back is performed in this method.
The followings are the procedures.
Step 1:
Set iteration t = 0 and 4thresh -~-temporally optimumsolution.
Step 2: Find a solution that satisfies the following equations.
Step 3: When the solution that exceeds the solution derived in the (t -1)th iteration, the simulation is terminated.
Step 4: Set t t + l and ftthresh t-I "~ = fthresh --6f . Back to Step 2.
STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS Truss Structural Optimization
In the proposed system, there are two stages. RGAAC is used in the first stage. In this section, the effectiveness of RGAAC is discussed through the problems to design truss structures. It is obvious that there is a better method to design truss structures. However, through this problems, the characteristics of RGAAC can be determined. The interface between RGAAC and truss analyzer is very simple. Therefore, the tendency of the results of this problem can be also found in the other structural optimization problems.
We describe the 10-member truss structure as shown in Figure3 and RGAAC is applied to find an optimal structure that has the minimum volume. Where, V is a volume of all members, oi is a tensile stress of the member i, Oy is tensile strength of material and o*i is a buckling stress of the member i. Because this problem includes constraints of buckling, constraint functions are highly nonlinear (Miki, 1994 Searching Ability of CNX Here, we compare the resuits of SQP method and real-coded GAs using CNX. From this experiment, the searching ability of CNX is illustrated. In SQP method, all initial values were set to 1 × 10 -3 m 2. The parameters of CNX are summarized as follows.
1. population size: 100 2. mutation ratio: 0.0 3. crossover ratio: 1.0 4. selection ratio: 1.0 5. number of elite individuals: 50 6. method of selection: roulette 7. crossover method: CNX((x = 0.6) (Mimura, 2001) In CNX, constraints are handled by using penalty function method. Therefore, the fitness value is the sum of objective value and the constraint value which is maximum among the all constraints.
Figure5 shows the transition of the weight of SQP and CNX with along to the searching iterations. Those results are the average of 10 trials.
In this problem, both methods required about four hundred thousand FE Calculations to converge a high-accurate optimum solution. However, SQP derives the solution that is close to the optimum with a few hundreds of times. On the other hand, CNX needs the more iterations. This difference is come from the searching process. SQP can find the solutions near the constraints and CNX finds not only close to the constraints but also all over the design field. It has been found that CNX has the high searching ability compared to the other stochastic searching methods. From these results, it is concluded that CNX should treat constraints explicitly to find solutions effectively.
The design variables are defined as cross section areas of each member, and those range are from 1 x 10 -15 m 2 to 1 × Searching Ability of RGGAC In this section, the searching ability of RGGAC is discussed through the designing truss structure that is used in the former section. Both methods were searching the almost same solutions till about five thousand FE calculations. After that point, CNX found an optimum solution with about 20000 FE calculations. On the other hand, SQP cannot get the same solution. In RGAAC, realcoded GA can search solutions in global. At the same time, the mechanism of the pulling back helps the local search. Therefore, RGAAC has the excellent performances of local and global search. Initial points that are generated at random are pulled back onto active constraints. Since, in many cases, the optimum solution is on constraints, pulling back operation has the high probability of generating the point near the optimal solution. In the latter half of the search of GA, all of the individuals are concentrated around the optimum solution. Then, GA shifts to local search. Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the local search of some optimization methods. The search path of RGAAC is shown in Figure8 as route 1. In the local search, since the parents have been gathered near the optimal solution, most children generated by CNX are out of feasible area near the optimal solution. After the several iterations, the search point becomes an optimum solution that is on the constraints. In CNX, all of the individuals performed these procedures at the same time. The searching route of SQP or Method of Feasible Direction(MFD) which are gradient methods are shown as route2 in Figure 8 . In these methods, a search vector becomes small when the searching point is near the optimum. Therefore, it is very difficult to approach the optimum solution. Route 3 is the search path of Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG) method that is another type of gradient method. Because the search vector is on constraints in GRG, if constraints functions are nonlinear strongly, the search vector becomes too small. Therefore, it is also difficult to approach the optimum easily. From these points, it is said that RGGAC has the excellent performance in finding a solution in non-linear constraint problems. that is derived in the first stage. After the search, the optimum structure whose volume is 6.28 × 10-6m 3 is derived and shown in Figure 11 . In the left side of the figure, the thickness of the elements are expanded by 3000. In the right side of the figure, the elements whose thickness is less than 1.8 × 10 -5 are eliminated.
Mechanism of Optimum Search in RGAAC
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Figure 9. Bike frame model
Bike Frame Structure Problem
To discuss the effectiveness of the multi-stage and hybrid real-coded GA, the proposed algorithm is applied to the following problem.
There is 2D design space and boundary condition is shown in Figure 9 . This boundary condition is the same as bicycles or bikes. We will mesh the design space and define each thickness of the element as a design variable. Each variable is in 1 x 10-1~m to 1 x 10-2m.
The optimization problem is formulated as follows, 
In this equation, n is a number of design variables, V is the total volume and ~i is the maximum transversal stress of each element.
In the first stage, the design fields are meshed by 3 x 11 = 33 elements. Therefore, there are 33 design variables.
In the first stage, RGAAC is applied to find a temporary optimum solution as shown in Fugure 10. Then the structure whose volume is 5.55 x 10-6m 3 derived as a temporary optimum solution.
In the second stage, the design field is remeshed. In this stage, there are 18 x 52 = 936 elements. Therefore, there are 936 design variables and this is a large scale problem.
In the second stage, FRLM is applied to find an optimum solution. The initial point is the temporary optimum solution From this problem, the proposed method derived the reasonable solution. Especially, even in the large scale problem, the 6
Copyright © 2002 by ASME neat frame structure is obtained. From these results, the proposed algorithm is very effective for structural optimization problems.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed the multi-stage and hybrid realcoded genetic algorithm. In the proposed algorithm, there are two stages
In the first stage, Real-coded Genetic Algorithm with Active Constraints (RGAAC) is applied to find a solution that is close to the global optimum. In the RGAAC, individuals who are out of the feasible region are pulled back into feasible region. Therefore, the effective search can be carried out.
In the second stage, Feasible Region Limiting Method (FRLM) is applied to obtain an optimum solution. In FRLM, the solution that is found in the first stage is used as the initial point.
The usefulness of the proposed algorithm is shown by applying to some structure optimization problems.
In order to perform constrained optimization, it has been supposed that the technique based on the gradient method is conventionally advantageous. However, on a real problem, efficient search cannot be performed in the conventional gradient methods. Therefore, the proposed multi-stage and hybrid real-coded GA has advantages to solve structural optimization problems.
